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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a method enabling anonymous collaboration in the metaverse.
As the Internet is turning to its next revolution in which time and space are incorpora-
ted more thoroughly to the everyday communication, visual and aural communication
are given more prominent roles. This might lead to more biased interaction since peo-
ple may possess pre-judgmental attitudes regarding other people’s age, gender, and
ethnical attributes, which could impact collaboration. These attributes are rather easy
to visually change within the metaverse by simply changing the avatars’ appearance.
This research focused on the real-time aural communication in the metaverse, and
the risks of harmful profiling based on people’s language use and voice. The research
setting was a custom-made metaverse, where two anonymized participants interacted
with each other to achieve the goal through collaboration. In the study, their intera-
ction was monitored. Afterwards, they answered to questions in which told about
their experiences and tried to de-anonymize the other participant. This preliminary
research indicated that via modulating the sound, it was possible to anonymize users
to a reasonable range within the custom-made metaverse.
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INTRODUCTION

Metaverses are a quickly developing field of communication and interaction
within the Internet. A metaverse is a rather complex and not unilaterally
agreed concept where the future of the Internet is seen embedded within vir-
tual or mixed reality. Metaverses can be understood as post-reality universes,
places within the digital realm where the users can interact with the envi-
ronment, digital objects, and each other. Some challenges in the development
of a metaverse can be its environmental, social, and economic sustainability,
including innovative and equal possibilities for collaboration. (Lee, Braut,
Zhou, et al. 2021; Mystakidis, 2022; Jauhiainen et al. 2023.)

In online worlds, using an avatar is an easy way to hide one’s identity.
However, as metaverses rely not only on visual but also aural methods for
communication, it is rather easy to make presumptions, linguistic profiling,
on the other actors’ identity through their voice. These presumptions can
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alter one’s behavior in the group and make the group dynamics less equal
through pre-assumed race, gender, or age roles. In many cases this can lead
to unintentional or even purposeful discrimination (Baugh, 2016).

To counter these presumptions, this paper introduces the concept of anony-
mized collaboration in metaverse. In this setting, the purposeful design of
the metaverse environment hampers the participants’ ability to make pre-
judgements about the collaboration partner(s) one has. This is achieved by
anonymizing the users behind identical pre-made avatars (as people may aim
to design avatars to represent their visual appearance) and altering their voice
(audio signal), thus making the actors’ age, gender, ethnicity, and social status
less identifiable. By taking these actions, it can be assumed that the collabo-
ration between different actors in metaverse becomes more equal and less
focused on accustomed or pre-determined societal roles.

The test was conducted with a tailor-made metaverse built upon the Unity
game engine utilizing Meta Integration SDK (Unity Technologies, 2023a).
The task of the test-subjects was to collaborate in a virtual game of solving a
labyrinth. The hardware in use was Meta Quest 2 VR glasses (Meta, 2023)
for all users. The user interface utilized hand tracking with inside out facing
cameras which approximated the users’ hand positions using visible light.
The voice communication between the users could be modulated by increa-
sing the pitch. The virtual environment was designed to be static and visually
neutral so that the participants would focus on the task instead of the meta-
verse itself. In the metaverse, the participants accomplished tasks with the
support of one facilitator.

BACKGROUND

Metaverses

The term Metaverse is a complex and not unilaterally agreed upon. It con-
sists of the idea around the on-going revolution of the Internet where the
virtual and mixed reality become increasingly superimposed to services of
the Internet. It can be seen as a post-reality space within the digital realm
where users interact with environments, digital objects and each other, and
in which the time and space are incorporated more thoroughly to the concept
of the Internet (Lee et al., 2021; Zuckerberg, 2021; Fernandez & Hui, 2022;
Mystakidis, 2022; Wang et al., 2022). According to Lee et al. (2021):

“The term ‘metaverse’ has been coined to further facilitate the digi-
tal transformation in every aspect of our physical lives. At the core of
the metaverse stands the vision of an immersive Internet as a gigantic,
unified, persistent, and shared realm.”

The Internet, also when consisting of metaverses, is an information system.
Every time we alter a part of the information system, including the ethical
basis behind the system, we change how the whole system works, including
the ethical ramifications (Leavitt, 1964; Nurminen, 1986, Nurminen & For-
sman, 1994; Heimo, Kimppa&Nurminen, 2014; Heimo, 2018, pp. 46 – 47).
Hence, as the metaverse revolution alters the methods on how people con-
duct their daily digital lives, the ethical issues arisen should be taken into
consideration before the revolution has already occurred.
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Grandiose predictions have been announced about the metaverses’ future:
current Internet activities can move to various metaverses en masse, public
and private services included. Parts of both business and leisure can be mana-
ged in metaverses as they become marketplaces, workplace meeting rooms,
communication arenas, and platforms for gaming. People will be able to meet
each other in 3D spaces, have discourse upon matters of their fields of inte-
rest, educate themselves, participate in decision-making, create new art and
science, and enjoy themselves, all under the same service umbrella. Yet the
details on how the concept of metaverse revolution will turn out is unclear
at best. (Lee et al., 2021; Zuckerberg, 2021; Mystakidis, 2022; Time, 2022;
Wang, 2022; Wang et al., 2022.)

Bias in Interaction

Bias and discrimination towards other people are rather common pheno-
mena amongst humans. Moreover, people are rather accustomed towards
their social structures that promote those voices that are in power at the
expense of those who have the role to listen or submit. This can occur in
various ways regarding on the social structure of the situation, for example
in work places the older, more experienced, and more educated workers tend
to have more social standing and thus can dominate the interaction (Schi-
eman, Schafer & McIvor, 2013). Additionally, Eagly and Karau state that
the overlap with a person’s perceived characteristics and a job role correlates
positively with the perceived competence in that role (Eagly and Karau, 2002;
Brown Stulhmacher, and Keegin, 2014). Moreover, within our tribal mindset
people tend to treat differently – or even mistreat – those who act and com-
municate outside of their perceived norms or ideals (Takashi, Yamagishi, Liu,
et al. 2008; Baugh, 2016; Kumar, Tsoi, Lee, et al. 2021).

The linguistic profiling – inadvertent or otherwise – can lead to unwanted
and unethical situations as the Internet turns more to real-time aural commu-
nication.Whereas the textual communication can reveal a lot from the writer
by the choice of words and phrases, avoiding spelling errors, and general
good use of language, the real-time speech and accents are even more diffi-
cult to mask (Baugh, 2016). Hence, the situations where the background of
the internet-user will affect the social situations they encounter will multiply
within the metaverse settings.

Research Question

As it is clear that the visual ques of the persona can be mostly anonymized
by changing the avatar, the anonymization discourse focuses on aural the-
mes. Hence, to counter the aforementioned biases and possibilities to outright
discrimination, the research question of this paper is as follows:

“Can the level of anonymization in a metaverse be increased signifi-
cantly by modulating the voice of the user without detracting from the
experience of the interaction?”

To solve this question a metaverse with suitable setting was to be constructed.
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RESEARCH SETTING

Research Setup

We utilized the Unity game engine version 2021.3.15f1 and Oculus Integra-
tion SDK v46.0, (Unity Technologies, 2023a) extended with theMeta Avatars
2 SDK (Meta, 2023) to develop our testing scenario. The scenario consists
of two Unity-scenes, a matchmaking lobby and the test scene. The lobby
is used to connect the users to a shared virtual space, and also to deter-
mine which users are “clients” and which are “admins”. The networking
solution is built upon Photon Unity Networking (Exit Games, 2023) and
the voice connection is handled through Photon Voice 2 (Unity Technolo-
gies, 2023b). The roles of the clients and the admin included the following
abilities:

• The admin was able to move around using gesture commands (loco-
motion and teleporting), and also to pull client users to their current
location. Additionally, the admin was able to alter the pitch of their own
voice and their avatar appearance (detailed, basic, or invisible) using a
menu. The admin was also able to spawn objects into the scene and
move them around the maze. The admin started the test with their nor-
mal voice and with a basic avatar consisting of a sphere as a head and a
cube and a sphere as hand models to be clearly distinguishable from the
clients.

• The clients (the test participants) had a detailed humanoid avatar (generic
and not representative of the client, represented in Figure 1.) with hand
tracking feature for the simulation of the users’ real hand and arm move-
ments with the avatar. The clients were only able to move physically in
the room space and had no gesture command functionality. The clients’
voices had their pitch increased using Unity’s Audio Pitch Shifter Effect
component so that their voices became indistinguishable. The pitch incre-
ase (from default 1 x multiplier to the maximum of 2 x) made the clients’
voices sound higher without speeding them up.

Figure 1: Test subjects discussing.
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The test contained one admin, who instructed the test, and two
participating clients. The clients were in separate rooms during the test and
had no knowledge of each other in the test to preserve the anonymity. The cli-
ents were connected to the test server through the lobby scene with the help of
external test supervisors situated in their respective testing rooms. The admin
connected first and waited until the clients had connected to instruct both at
the same time. The main task for the clients was to direct a cube controlled
by the admin through a small maze, which was occluded from them using
fog particle systems. The clients were situated on a high up platform over-
seeing the entire maze to make navigation choices easier to visualize and to
make room space movement unnecessary. The platform contained a railing
to make the clients feel safer. Before this the clients had to decide on a color
out of four options: green, red, blue, and purple. This decision determined
the color of their cube which they needed to direct to the goal marked with
the corresponding color, visible to them.

The navigation was accomplished by the clients via discussing and deciding
what direction should the cube go to next. The possible directions were visible
on the cube’s current location with arrows pointing to nearby tiles in the maze
and additionally on the far end wall as text. The decision was communicated
verbally to the admin, who made the movement command afterwards. Each
time a cube moved to an undiscovered tile in the maze, the fog was lifted
from that tile permanently, revealing the movement options from that tile to
the surrounding ones.

The maze was 4x6 tiles large, not including the starting tile which offered
options to take one of the four starting paths illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.
Some tiles afforded back and forth movement, while others were monodi-
rectional only. The possible movement options were LEFT, RIGHT, UP, and
DOWN, and these directions matched the clients’ viewing directions, apart

Figure 2: “Fog of war”.
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Figure 3: Game setup.

from the first decision which contained four paths going up. These were the
main options the test subjects were to discuss upon.

Test Subject Selection and Guidance

In total, 8 participants completed the test. The test groups consisted of peo-
ple from different ethnicities, language proficiencies, and genders. The user
tests were conducted for four groups each with two test subjects, three for
modulated voice and one for reference group without voice modulation.

Some participants were pre-selected to increase the variety among the test
users, while others were recruited using convenience sampling. The test user
selection was never simultaneous, as the goal was to keep the participants
(test users) unaware of each other. In practice, one participant was selected
first and brought into the research room, and then the other was discreetly
looked for, and brought into a different room. This was all done without
alerting any other people in the facility about the ongoing test, as this could
inform participants of each other.

Once a participant entered a research room, they were instructed by the
research supervisor designated for that room. The instructions included the
basics of VR interaction: the play area and how it is utilized to avoid collisi-
ons with room objects during the experiment, the potential for VR sickness to
occur and how to operate in case it does, and information about adjusting the
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headset and how the hand-tracking functions. Additionally, the supervisors
emphasized the test users to not share any personal information about them-
selves, as that would have compromised the anonymity aspect. The test users
were also told to only speak in English once the test had started; this was
required as some of the test participants came from different linguistic back-
grounds, and accidentally using their native language would have revealed
parts of their identity to the other participant.

One participant shared their physical testing room with the admin of the
test, who instructed the participants within the software and took care of the
functionality of the metaverse application. Both test subjects were accompa-
nied by supervisors who did not enter the metaverse application. The purpose
of the physically but not virtually present supervisors for both participants
were to ensure their safety: they were observing that the participants did not
injure themselves accidentally by going outside the play area bounds, and
also, they were ready to help in case of VR sickness occurrences.

Interview Questions

Semi-structured interviews were used to answer the research questions and to
find out a) whether the experience with the anonymizedmetaverse experience
was pleasing and b) whether they could de-anonymize the other participant.
The test was followed by c.a. 10–15 minutes interview with each participant.
The questions are shown in Table 1.

Research Ethics

The security of all participants was of utmost priority, thus an assistant was
present to guide and help at all times. The VR glasses may cause nausea
or other unwanted side effects, so the test was to be halted if the participant
would feel ill. All participants were adults and they volunteered with no pres-
sure nor benefit to participate. The test subject set is biased towards academic
participants due to the convenience sampling used.

Table 1. Interview questions.

Q1 Name, age, and gender Background question
Q2 Nationality and language proficiency Background question
Q3 Profession and level of education Background question
Q4 How did you find the gameplay? Open question + Easiness 1–5 (hard

1 – easy 5).
Q5 Did you find VR experience pleasing? Open question + 1-5 (not at all

1 – very pleasing 5)
Q6 How communication went? (easiness) Open question + 1-5 (very

cumbersome 1 – very easy 5)
Q7 How did you find the communication

with the other player? (pleasantness)
Open question + 1-5 (very
unpleasant 1 – very pleasant 5)

Q8 Who was the other player? Gender?
Ethnicity? Education level? On what
basis?

Guess + Level of sureness for each:
unsure – quite sure – very sure.

Q9 Open discussion. Open question
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RESULTS

The results indicate that the aural and visual anonymization of participants
was possible in the metaverse environment that was designed and tested
for the purpose of this paper. Of six tested participants, five participants
could not guess other participants’ identity and were rather unsure with their
guesswork, whereas one was quite correct and certain about their guess

The gameplay was considered rather easy (4.2/5) as was the overall com-
munication (4.3/5). The tested participants found the communication with
the voice modulation pleasant (4.5/5), and such was also the VR experience
(4.0/5), even though some compatibility issues were found among users with
the need to use glasses with the VR headset. The use of standardized ava-
tars was evaluated to mask the identity of the participants, thus anonymizing
them even more.

Some tests took shorter time than others and thus limited the discus-
sion between the participants, reducing the possibility to identify the other
user. Therefore, in further studies, we aim to use more complex and more
discussion-provoking tasks, such as jigsaw puzzles, or other commonly
understood brainteasers. Furthermore, as the maze was easy to understand,
it reduced the participants’ need to discuss upon the possible options on how
to proceed during the test.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

From the small test sample, we can conclude that anonymization in the meta-
verse by standardizing the avatars and altering the voice is possible – at least
to some extent – and anonymization of collaboration can be implemented
there. Further studies are required to confirm this observation. Such testing
needs to be extended to more varied groups of people and more complex
tasks. The accomplishing of the test was rather easy, which limited the par-
ticipants’ need for oral communication. For the future, a more complex and
discussion-provoking test-setting, such as a common 9-piece jigsaw puzzle,
could serve the research aim better.

The results indicate that it is possible to create anonymized metaverses
or anonymized spaces within metaverses so that people’s prejudices do not
matter in their collaboration activities, including the judgements based on
the voice of (an)other participant(s). This facilitates several situations where
equality between participants would be an advantage. This would allow that
the character and knowledge of a user in the metaverse could triumph over
other users’ prejudices and perceptions. As the Internet of tomorrow is for-
ming and the metaverses are emerging, the possibility to anonymize the users
to bring them to a more equal level of social interaction could indeed be an
ethical choice – at times.

Moreover, this approach gives a number of possibilities for multidiscipli-
nary applications in the fields of psychology, social sciences, and medicine,
to further understand the human as an individual and as a member of a
group. The social structures we build with each other can be studied and
improved by understanding their formation and this tool could indeed be a
valuable one.
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The next step in the study regarding anonymization in the metaverse, in
accordance to the multidisciplinary research, is to create test situations in
which more communication and collaboration are needed, and to include
more participants in these situations.
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